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People Counting In Open
Spaces

Motivation

Software
Open Source Computer Vision Library

Accurately keep track of individuals in
Richmond parks
Provide real-time actionable data for
analysis and response

$

Save money by mitigating the need
for personnel or turn-style counting
systems
Help make budget evaluations &
allocations easier and more thoughtful
with the use of data collected

Goals

Systemic Diagram Of Satellite
Camera

System Diagram Of Central
Controller

Provides functionality for Object
Detection
Reliable & computationally
efficient
Widely used and supported in
object detection projects
Support for embedded systems

Client Side User Interface
 Allow the user remote access to
the entire people counting system
 Provide real-time statistics about
the current state of the satellite
systems
 Allow the user to change operation
modes: scheduled & full
automation
Allow the user to download data collected in one of two ways:
by date or all currently collected data.

System Overview

 Accurately measure the use of Byrd Park Tennis Court.
 System must maintain power without the use of external outlet
by using batteries and solar panels.
 Maintain the privacy of individuals in the space.
 Provide a simple and easy to use Interface that will allow
Enrichmond to monitor and manage the system.
 The system should be “smart” and automatically adjust picture
taking intervals based on pedestrian density. This would allow
for increased power efficiency and reduces the dataset size by
eliminating “zero” values.

Design Overview

Hardware
Raspberry Pi
 Pocket Sized
 17 Pin GPIO header
 Dedicated RasPi (CSI) connection
 1 USB port
 microSD slot
RasPi Camera
 Still photographs at 2592x1944 resolution
 1080P Video at 30 FPS
 720P Video at 60 FPS
 640x480 Video at 60/90 FPS

Satellite systems take pictures, perform object detection and
send data to the Central Controller.
Central Controller performs accuracy analysis and records end
result. It also sends client commands to the satellite systems.
Remote client gathers data from the central controller, and allows
the user to change satellite system’s operation modes.

XBee Antenna
 Wireless radio transmitter
 Low power
 Up 300FT range
 Mesh network support for effectively
extending range

